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THE RECLAMATION OE THE ALKALI
SOILS E U N D IN HUMID R E G I M S.
CONDITIONS SUGGESTING INVESTIGATIONS.
Throughout the central and northern part of Illrjiois, Ind-
iana, Iowa, and Wisconsin, nay "be found spots or patches of land
comraonly Knovm as "alkali^, or "bogus", land. The spots vary in
size fron a fev; square rods to several acres of disconnected area.
The^r are brought to our notice chiefly by the inferior crops
produced by them, Corn is hindered in it 5 geinination, ar.d makes
a slow grorrth, after which the young corn plants appear yellov/ish
arid 8icl:ly, ar.d frequently die before tasseling. The corn
which is on the adjacent normal soil, nay £xot7 fl»on P'-12' high
and yield well, while that on the affected spots grow from l'-6'
high, and if grain is produced at all, it is of an inferior
quality. Oats grow rank, producing a large amount of straw, and
a smsll araount of grain. During d.-rr seasons, fair crops of
oats may be produced, but after a v/et season, oats coimionly
lodge. vmeat ar.d timothy yield fairly well, but millet is af-
7
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fected much as is oorn.
Cause of the Injury.
Th^se spots are found to contain aiy^ali, and they are not
improperly termed alkali soils. The alkali is not sodium car-
bonate, hov/ever, v;hlch is the strong alkali of the western arid
regions. Instead, it is magnesiun c3rbonate, a iriild alkali.
Associated \7ith it, is calcium carbonate, which is not injurious
to plant life. These give to the soil a grayish or ashy appear-
ance, and a loose friable texture. The presence of nurnerous
shells in the soil indicates line carbonate.
Although inagn^simi is an es'>ential plant food, yet excessive
aiii:.nts of it exert a toxic effect upon plant life. Professor
0. G, Hopkins has shc;7n that cne percent, of nagnesiuia carbonate
is injurious to com and millet, and that where it is present
in greater araounts, little or no crops are produc-d.
Conditions giving Rise to the P'ormation of the Soils.
The alkali ccnditions are due to the seepage and evaporation
of water charged v/ith alkaline salts. Water containing salts
derived from the decomposition of rocks, or water used for irri-
gation purposes, collect on the lo\':er lev.=?ls, and evaporates.
The salts are thus left concentrated in the surface soil. When
the accunulation becomes so great as not to be tolerated by
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vegetation, tlie soil is toown as alkali soil.
Similar conditions have given rise to tlie alkali soils of
humid regions. The v/ater -under rhich the land w?s once sub-
merged contained nagnesiiri bicarbon^.ta . As the water evaporated
from the land, the magnesim was left in the saturated soil,
where it gave up carbondioxide and was changed to the difficulty
soluble carbonate.
Different positions in which these spots oc^ur, may be
accounted for as follows:
—
1. ~ They are occasionally found cn the summit of knolls,
When tl'e "'and was under still water, a portion of the knoll extend-
ed above the surface. As the water evaporated from the ex-
posed portion, more passed up through t}-ieand evaporated at its
surface, leavin the salts concentrated above the surface of the
water. In t^ie course of tine, before the body of water had
found an cutlet, the •magnesium c.-rbonate accutnulp.ted in large
quantities and sufficient time has not ye-^. elapsed to remove it
to *he lov/3r levels,
2, - The spots are found most frequently on the lov;er levels
of land. Before drainage was provided, the water washed down
from higher lands and evaporated from the swamps. Heavy
accvimulations of the salts were tlius formed. Since
drainage has been ef^'ected, much of the magnesium
soil
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has been remcved, but large quantities at ill rsiiain.
Net infrequo; tly the spcta are fcand on the banks of a
drained swarap or pond, rather than in the bottom. In suoh cases,
the affected areas form a ring of one or more rods in v;idth,
extending around the old bed, at a sliglit elevation above the old
water 1^-^vel of the original sv/arap. This is due to the seepage
of tlie v;ater up the bank and evaporating there. When the sv/amp
was drained, the salts held in solution v/er^ carrif?d away v;ith
t?ie water, leaving the magnesium on the higher portions.
3, ~ Cccasionaily the affected areas ar'=^ foimd on a slope of
ground neither ne'^r ths base nor the siamiiit of the knoll, con-
ditions similar to the above, v'ere also active here. The differ-
ence lies in the fact that in the latter case a much larger body
of water surrounded the elevation.
If an alkali spot is observed on a slope of ground, similar
spots may be found at ths same level on adjoining slopes, even
though t"..ey are far apart. Frequently the affected area ex-
tends around the knoll at the same level.
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PEATY LANI^IS.
There in nuoh land throughout Illinois and Indiana v/hicl'. is
not alkali, but commonly Imovm as such. These "so called" alKali
lands are due to conditions other than those described above.
They are more of a peaty nature, ar.d are unproductive because of
some peculiar physical condition, or because they are lacking
in some element cf plant food. Usually this necessary element
is potassium, as is shown by the invest ignition of Dr. C. G, Hop-
kins in Bulletin No, 93, Illinois ?:xperiment Station. They are
described as follows:
"As a rule these soils do not grow good, crops. VT^en
first broken, they sometimes yielcl on-* or two fair crops of corn,
but generally the third crop is very poor, and afterrards, little
or no corn is produced. Oats dc somewhat better, out usually
the yield of grain is unsatis-^actory, even xjhen a fair amount of
straw is grown. These soils avz- usually very black, and very
rich in organic matter, but they are frequently drained at a
great expense with the expectation that they will be very pro-
ductive, and almost inexhaustible, but not infrequently tiney
yield disappointment, and financial loss."
"The peat soil varies from almost pure brc^vn peat, contain-
ing 80 percent, or more of combustible material, to black muck.
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containing much less orgsnlc matter. In some places, these soils
extend continuously over tracts cf ccnsider?:ible size, (sometimes
over several square miles), to the exclusion of other types, but
more comjacnly the pesty soils occupy irregularly shaped areas
scattered about i: bodies of land cf different kinds, Sandy
land is frequently found adjoining or surrounding the tra^,ts of
peaty soil, although a clay subsoil is found in many places, and
sometimes the pesty soil is underlain at a depth of only a few
feet, vrith liraestone rock. Occasionally the peaty soil adjoins
ordinary prr-irie land."
Experiments conducted by the Illinois T:i7:::>eriment Station
on such soils, show that 20-60 bushels of corn can be produced by
the addition of potassium.
Professor H. A. Huston has made an extensive study of the
Indiana soils, and reports.**
"In ne^Tly every county of cen'^iral and northern Indiana,
may be fo-and a Kind of black soil often k::ov/n as 'bo>-ais' land.
It is also sometimes called 'alkali' but not correctly, for the
land has none of the real characteristics cf the alkali soil.
The unproductive soil itself consists of partially decomposed
organic matter, mixed with more or less sand and clay. In
the large areas, the orgsnic matter makes up the gre?ter part of
*Bulletin No. 93, 111. Exp. Sta., Page 277, - 282.
**lndiana Exp. Sta., Page 9, - 12.
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the material, and the soil has the general character of muck lands.
In some of the smaller areas, there is iiore nineral matter present.
Often the snail areas differ from the re~iainder of the field
only in having more black matter in the soil, and in being on a
lov/er level."
It ia evident from, this description, that the "unproductive
soils" which he refers to, are not the saiae as thOBe v,tiich form
the subject of these investigations. They would undoubtedly
be classed as the Peoty swamp Lands, treated of in Bulletin No ,93,
Illinois Experiment Station.
The method eanployed by farmers for the produ'ition of crops '
on these soils, is to make heavy applications of well-rotted ,
barn-yard nanure. This will be effective only when the land is
well drained. Where +he e.rea is not too 1-irge, and must be
jj
farmed along with the adjoining fields, the method is practicable,
arid in many c^^ses, is the treatment to be applied. Efficient
||
drainage, deep plowing, and thorough cultivation, are first re-
quisites for the production cf crops on Vie al/iali soils. i
Dr. C. G. Hopkins writes;*-
ji
"Usually the magnesium canbonate is mere concentrated in i
the subsoil than in the su.rface, and if we can provide perfect
underdrainage, and prevent as far as possible, the magnesium
carbonate, and more soluble bicarbonate from rising to the sur-
« Bulletin No. 93, Illinois Experiment Station.
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fac©, and also proviie abundance of plant food in the surface soil
so tliat the corn roots arn not required to live in the subsoil,
these ail'.aii spots can be raade to grov; good corn. In some cases,
application of potessim salts may prove beneficial, but as a
rule, the nest practical method for improving these soils, is
to provide good, deep under- drainage, and then plov? under coarse
organic natter, s^j-ch as straw, coarse manure, green oats, v/eeds,
etc. This material helps the drainage, tends to prevent the
rise of alkali by retarding surface evaporation, and as it decays,
it liberates plant food in the su.rface soil, and it nay be that
organic acids are also liberated which unite with the magnesiujn
to form less harmful compoujids."
"Y/e have already ascertained that the magnesium can be remov-
ed from the soil by leaching, or drainage, after being transformed
into the perfectly soluble magnesiun sulphate by the double de-
Gompc^ition of magnesium carbonate and calcium sulphate, leaving
behind harmless calcium carbcn-^te ( limestone ).»
"If no manure or ether material is at hand, it is well to
sow oats on these spots, and if they grow rank, and fall dcvm,
plow thsm under. One or two heavy crops of green oats plowed
under, will usually put the soil in condition to grow one or
more crops of com, and with perfect drainage, the<^e soils will
usually improve vdth heavy cropping, for they are frequently
very rich in all elements of plant food. Plenty of tile laid
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deep, and to worK: (if necessary, toy sur r/oiindi ng them vritli straw,
corn ccbs, brush, etc. ) is all t::at some of these spots na-^d to
ma'/e t&em grov; com."
Means ar.l Heilman, in exp^rinentlng with a field too
higiay impregnated nith allcali ( sodiuia carbonate), to produce
crops, by a system of irrigation and tile drainage, had tlie land
in such condition aftar four ar,d one-half month's tr©atm?nt, that
a crop of alfalfa could be groi^n. On th? basis of triis demon-
stration by flooding and undercijrainage, they have outlined a
ge'^erai plan for tlie reclamation of the Frenso District (Californ-
ia), at an estimated cost of ten dollars per acre.
The practicability of removing the blaclc alkali from the
land bv irT-inaga has been thoroughly test ?d. It is discussed at
length toy the; Bureau of Soils, in Bulletin No. 14, 17, 18, 21, of
tha:t Department. Means concludes tha+ is the only feasible
method that is efficient and practicable. In v/riting of the sol-
able miiieral matter of soils, he says, "The general experience
has been that there is but one effective method o-^ getting rid
of an:;- accu^mulation o-f alkali. The "Land must be drained. As
the ivater drains av/ay, the excess of soluble v/aits rriii be car-
ried off"
* Ti!zp, Sta. Record, Jan. 1904, Page 560,
** Year Book of Agriculture, 1898, Page 502.
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These investiggtions go to sho^r tha+ drainage is practicable
in ridding the land of alKali in the western regions. The black
alkaJi is much mere soluble than the magnesiura carbonate v/ith
which v;e are concerned, but as it is only the soluble salts that
effect plant rrcvrth, it must follow tliat when perfect drainage is
practiced the alkaline salts with which the f5oils are impregnated,
may be removed, T'ius many spots are alkaline simply because they
are not drained. If the watf^r can find no ready outlet, but
must stand on the land for some time, evaporation causes much
of the salts which are washed in, tc remain. Msirked results
have been secured by the thorough drainage of the spots. Many
fields which formerly produced nothing because of the alkaline
condition, have yielded remujierative crops eince being drained.
Spots wCiich were easily detected a few years ago, cannot nov/
be point :-d out, because the conditions v/hich gave rise tc them,
have been removed. Instances have been reported during the
author's investigations, where tile drains have failed to remove
tiie alkali, but the failure was in laany cases di:.e to the fact
that the tile ware improperly laid. Y/here the spots are found
on low lands, it is frequently difficult to get a satisfactory
outlet . If the drain is carrying off the excess water, and the
conditions do not improve, it is suggested that an application
of gypsum be made to the spots. Gypsum will react ^^ith the

inagr.es iuan carbonate, and by a process of double • ecomposit ion,
the difficultly soluble carbonate vTiii be converted into the
readily soluble sulphate, which can then be removed by drainage,
(MgCJ03+CaS04=Me;S04+r'aC03 )
Investigations relative to the aiaelioration o-^ the toxic
effect of magnesium, have not been numerous. In general, ex-
periment stations have not considered the problem to be of suffi
cient importance to merit much investigation. Professor Houstc
refers to the "so-called" alkali -^pots of Indiana,* but states
that "they possess none of the c^i?;.ract eristics of the allcali
soil." (See appendix Page Tl).
Professor King of Wisconsin, concludes that the spots are
deficient in potassium, and not to the presence of magnesium.
(See appendix. Page IV).
lovra has not done anything with the problem, although the
soils are found there. (See appendix Page vi).
Ohio has not considered the problem. (See appendix Page V)
The results obtaine-l at the Illinois Experiment Station,
go to show that the injury to plant r on these soils is due to
the presence of magnesium carbonate; also that the presence of
one percent, of magnesium carbonate in the soil is suffioisnt to
» Ind. Exp. St a. Bulletin llo. 57 > Page 1.
** Wis. Exp. St a. Bulletin wo. 80.
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disturb the relations neoesssry for the proper developm'='nt of
plants, "especially corn and millet."
INVESTIGATIONS 0^ L0S7/ AND MAY.
The Pure?.u of Plant Industry has f-ornished valuable data as
to the relation of lime and magnesium on plant life. It is
here suggested that line Ig a corrective of the inourious results
caused by the -:xcess of magnesium. Tiie ratio of 4 parts of
LIgO to 7 pr.rts of CaO is advanced as the pro.^^er relation between
the t\vc elements. Dr. May did not have ir mind the correction
of the injury due to ailiaii ccnditions, but studied t:.e p:'Oblera
of the relation batveen the two bases more from the standpoint
Of veg'5table physiology. His research work has been mere ex-
tenried, and exhausts the subject more thoroughly, than any other
recent investigator. His operations, conducted with the view
of determining the "Relation of Lime and Magnesim to Plant
Life," comprehended:
—
(l).- A study of the effect of varying anovints of calcium
and magnesium :n the growtli of eccnoraic plants. (2) - The amel-
iorating effects of lime salts in overcoming the noxious results
of an excess of magnesiujn. (3) - The ratio between the two
bas<^s T/hich best promote the early germination and quick growth
of plants. (4) - The form in wJiiGl:i lime best acts in count ar-
*T^ullatin No. 1, Bureau of Plant Industry.
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acting the noxious effect cf ?n excess if naejie'^iim, (5) - The
testing of oheinicei nutrients other than liine, in ameliorating
the evil results.
In planning his experiments, ha follov/ed the h^npothesis of
Oscar Ooev;, Expert in VegetebLe Physiology, Wash, D. r!. A
brief review of the bulletin will be riven:
—
Theoretic?! Discussion of the Functions of Magnesium and Line.
"Liine i3 necessary for the formation certain calcium
compounds, of nucleo-prct elds required for the organize! struct-
ures cf nuclei and chloroplyll bodies, while the iTiJg.iesiun serves
for the assimiliation of phosphoric acid, ?^irce magneTii:!m phos-
phate can give up its phosphoric acid more eaf?ily than ar.y other
phosphate fi^t occurs in plant juices. Y/hiie calcium is fixed
in organized structure, magnesium is novobia, since it serves main'
ly in the foriu of secondary phosphate, as carrier of assimilable
P'nosphoric acid, v;hich role can be repeated various times".
'•It follows from this theory, that, in the case of an ex-
cess of lime being taken up, the as'^inilation of phosphoric acid
vfiii be rendered more dif "icult, since this acid \7iii combine
chiefly with the lime, and the chances for the formation of mag-
nesium phosphate will thus be diminished. The effect vail be
tl'ie same as if the amouilt of available phospiioric acid in the
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soil v/as iPSJ^ened, - that is, the growth of the plant mil be
ret8.rd8cl, and evsn starv-ition phenomena may set in. Many
plants avoid this effect of aji excess of line in the juices, by
the precipitation of a part of the line as oxalate, Y/hile otliers
secr'^'te it as carbonate, contained also in cystciiths."
"If, on the other liand, magnesiiim is tal:en up in excess over
lime, a poisonous action is observed. Plants succumb soon v.'hen
placed in a solution of inagnesim sJ?lts, and no oth-^r, but calcium
salts can prevent this effect. In fact magnesi^ura salts can
exercise their nutritive functions only in the presen^^.e of a suf-
ficient amount of calcium salts. The plant ccnnot, as v.lth lime,
turn an excess of magnesium into an insoluble fern, and thus
render it innocuous. Only in certain cnses may the formation of
globoids or of insoluble magnesium protein compounds cone into
considerr.t ion
.
The injurious action of magnesium salts has been explained
as follows:- "The calcium nudeo-proteids of the organized
structure, are transformed by the presence of soluble magnesium
salts into magnesium compounds, while the calcium of the former,
enters into combination with the acid of the magnesium salt. By
the transformation of the- organized calcium nucleo-prot aids into
magnesium nu'^leo-proteids, the capacity for imbibition v/iil
change, which must le^-^d to a disturbance in the structure which
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Will prcve fatal. Only the simultanecus presence of dissolved
line gaits can prevent this effect, according to the lav; of mass,
Hence a certain ratio between these two nutrients will
produce the most favorable results, v;hile a gre«t excess of the
one in the finest portion of the soil will lead to starvation, and
of t}ie other, to poisonous phemonena",
"Analytical investigations show that line and nagnesium are
present in every part of the plant; leaves contain r^^latively nore
line, and the seeds relatively nore nagnesiun, than the other
parts of the plant."
"Certain experiments, as well as the percentages of nagnesium
found in plants, especially in the seeds, prove the necessity of
this el :3nent in plant production. Besides being a necessary
const itue-^.t of plants, it plays a physiological role, serving
especially in aiding the assirailetion of phosphoric acid."
Experimental Stud^r of the Relation of hirne and
Magnesiuin to Plant Growth
,
In conducting his experiments, Dr. May employed water, sand
ar.d soil cultures, and comparisons were made of many trials in
the different media used. In the sand and soil cultures, the
lime and magresim were imcorporated as carbonates, sulphates, and
nitrates. In wpter culture, the more soluble salts, nitrates,
and sulphates, v-'ere employed.
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In the water oul.tures, the "best results were obtained
where the lime was in slig?it excess over the riagnesiiin, but v^[iere
neither formed more than .1^ of the total soluble salts. Iron
and scdiijn failed to give any favorable results in correcting
the toxic effects of the wagnesim salt. Lime or magnesium salts
alone had a toxic effect w>ien forrain^:' O.ifo of the total soluble
salts. The action of potassium and sodium was slight, but
not to such 8J1 extent as to justify their use in actual practice.
Iron increased the toxicity of tht^ nagnesiian.
"Tests made with herbaceous branche3, (privet ) to shcv; the
influence of an excess of magnesium upon the stem and foliage,
prove the toxicity of raagTiesium great enough to Kill the plant,
Wliere applications of lime salts were made without magnesium, the
plants made a slow growth for a time, but later ceased growing,
and exhibited phenomena of starvation, - the development being
arrested, ar.d the leaves assuming a light shade of greer. Where
nagnesium and lime v/ere used in conjunction, the plants in
ever^/- case made a healthy gro^'t.h. In such combinations, the
best final growth was made in a solution where lime was in sligl-it
excess of magnesium, and the total amount of soluble salts dj.
d
no t exce ed , Tf;:)^ .
"The uniformity in the favorable re^mlts vfith tlie different
lime salts in overcoming the poisonous effects of an 6X068;-^ of
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raagnesiian, inclicate tliat tlie action ne.s due to the basic ard not
to the acid radical. Should there be a favorable action of
the acid radical in tJiis relation, it would appear in op^^e'^. where
a magnesium sj?lt v;as employed v/ith such an acid radical. The
uniform toxic effect of magnesiun without lime, and th© elimina-
tion of that effect in the presence of lime, indicate that the
acid radical of the salt, has rone, or at least very little in-
fluence in the matter aside frcm favoring solubility. Line ap-
pears to be the only antidote, as far as the elements were
tested, -^or combatting an excessive amount of magnesiujn salts."
"Experimf^'nt s T?Tith magnesiujn as carbonet*e, in sand culture,
seemed to result in the cessation of grovrth in the plant, and
the thickeming and v/rinhling of the leaf. At the same time, the
leaf assumed a deeper shade of green, and showed a tendency to
curl. The roots shov/ed little developiacnt , v/ere without rcct-
hairs, and aftt^r scire time became shrivelled, ard assuiied a
darK broTvn color."
"In experim:=nts vrttli oats, v/heat, and beans, it appe^ired,
as time pj^ssed that the carbonate of lime had a slight influence
in overcoming the toxicity of the magnesium, but its effect
was of slov; action. In these experiments, the magnesim v/as
very finely divided, and it is believed t'.at the failure was
due to the greater solubility ovrrr the lime. In one of tho Dai's,
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gypsm v/as added, and here tjie growth continued nomel, while* in
the others, tlie injurious results continued. The addition of the '
sulphate permitted of the due action of the line. By presenting ;
it in a more finely diviled and soluble form. Wheeler* states
that • ^':ypsum is believed to act more energetically tiian car"^on9-te
of lime, unsiac}:©d or rrat{=!r sla.:V-ed line, in liberating potash
f r tiie use of plants in the soil.' " I
"Experiments with li7ie and nagnesiuji as carbcretes in soil
cultures, shctied that seeds germinated first in those jars con-
tainirg most lime, and least riagnesium, and ranging do\m in thrift-
iness tc those containing the sTialieat anount of line ai-.d great-
est amount of magnesium. Later, the best grov/th of cats and
cowpe?s, v/as in tlie soils containing, CaO 8.f!),Mr;0 ,2ffo,»
\
Experiments with oats ai"id cowpeas in jars with magnesium
as carbcnfttes, and lime as sulphates, shov;ed its superiority
over lime as carbonate in overcoming the toxicity of the excess
of magnesium."
!
ttExper inents with jars containing lime and magnesium as
[
nitrates to teat the bases in soluble form, showed the most favor-
able conditions to be present wxien tlie amount of soluble calcim
was slightly in excess of magnesiian. Where the line v^as in
* Parmer's Bulletin, No. 77.
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great excess, the rcct-systera was apparently hsaithy, bvit poor-
ly developed. when the nagnesiun v/an in greatest excess, the
root-syntem showed an unhealthy c ndition, the absence of roct-
hpirs, ard later, the shrinkage and discoior?ition cf the larger
portion cf the root,"
Summarizing th^ resu.it s of his investigations, he deduces
th e f 1 lOTTing :—
(1) -"Soil analysis 3b.n that liie and mgnesiun are widely
distributed in soils, and generally in sufficient quantities
for the direct needs of the plant. They are not always in the
best proportion to each other from a physiological standpoint,
for favoring plant groL^'th."
(2) - "Magnesium in soils in great excess over lime, in a
finely divided, or soluble condition, ia noxious to the growth of
plants. With a great excess of line over magnesium, the phys-
iological action o^" tlie plant is hindered and it exhibits phenom-
ena of starvation. An -s^xcess of line counteracts the poisonous
effects of magnesium, while the more favorable proportion of
the two bases, obviates the poor nutrition of the plant,"
{ 3 ) - "The be-^t proportion of soluble lime to soluble mag-
nesium for the gerraination and growth of the plant is about,
molecular weight 5:4, or actual weight, 7:4."
Prom this he concludes that "the amounts of lime and mag-
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nesiTJcn in soils should be letemined by analysis, and also in
j
the material applit^d. In this r/ay only can the process be intel-
ligently carried out, and the best ratio betv/een the two bases for
the prcmction of the grov-^th of the crop be carried out." {i
Goesselt after experimenting TTith water and soil cult -ares,
to test the accuracy of Loew's hypothesis, concluded that plants
grow Well in m-:dia containing more magnesium salts tham lime salts.
Highest yields were obtained in water culture containing 0.4f3
part of lime to one part of magnesiiJtm. Hence the results did
not bear o.t Loev/'s hypothesis.
j!
T. Furta**as a result of experiments conducted in sc^il mix-
tures in v/hich the r?.tio of assimilable lime and magnesium was
definitely fixed, concluded tliat the ratio of lime to magnesium
should, be as 3:1 frr plants having an abundance of leaf sur-
I
face, and as 1:1 for cereals. !
^ ^hojarenko, carried on a series of experiments bearir.g on
j
the same subject. His experimental data goes to sho^v that the
beneficial action of lime is not entirely due +o the neutralizing
c~ the injurious effects of magnesiun. In pot-culture experi-
ments with oats, marked bebefit were obtained from application of
lime on soils which already contained more than enough to neutral-
ize the action of the magnesium present, according to Loev/'s theor^^,
* Exp. St a. Record, ?eb . 1904, Par:e, 56 0.
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EXPERIMENTS IN POT-CULTURE WITH
MILLET AND WHEAT.
The following pages relate to an experirif3nt by tlia author,
in pot-culture . Soil was t^lcen which contained practically no
carbonate of caiciuun, or nagnesi^jn, sr.d artificial f?wa^p conditions
were supplied by thoroughly incorporating precipitated magnesroin
carbonate with the soil in definite, known percentages ranging
from 0.4 percent, to 2,0 percent. Amendaents ware then added to
each jar to study their effect in overcoming the tcxic effect of
the magnesii:an. These araendments were, - (1) caici^'am carbonate,
(ground limestone), (2) calcium sulphate, (g^TPSum), (3) potassium
sulphate, (4) sodium chloride, (common salt), and (5) horse man-
ure. The lime and gypsum were added in the relation of lime to
magnesium suggested by Dr. May.* (M^O: oaO:: 4:7). Natural
ail:ali conditions were supplied by soil t alien from an affected
spot near Tampico, Whiteside County, 111.
Object of the Experiments,
Th? object of these experiments v/"s to determine some effi-
cient and practicable method of overcoming the toxic effects of
an excess of magnesium carbonate in the soils, thus suggesting
the means for the reclamation of the ailiali soils found in humid
*Bureau of Plant Industry. Bulletin No. 1, page 52.
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regions. Tlie invest i>::ations embrace a study of; -
1. - The effect of iiagnesiuci carbonate in varying percent-
ages upon til© grcwth and yield of millet and v;heat
;
2. - The action of, (a), lime as ground limestone, and as
gyps^u3n; (b) sulphate of potassium; (c) coraraon salt; and (d) horse
manure, in overccinins the toxic effects of an excess of magnesium
carbonate;
3. - The practicability of such a method,
4. - "'hether by the application of g^T)sura to such soils,
the magnesium carbonate may be transformed into soluble sulphate,
ar.d leaclied from the soil;
5. - To what extent this is practicable.

PLATE I
Outline 0-^ Plan ^^or Pot-oultur^^ Work.
1, (A) (C) (D) (E) (?) (G)
Set
No.
MgCC?
Series
CacOs
Series
c;aS04
Geri rs
K2SO4 NaCl li
S^^ri'^s S
eaohed M
eries S
anur -rci
eries
(1) MgCO™0 ,0\)
V CnecK )
CaCOs CaC04 K2SO4 Ilaci C
\ ij "
aS04 M
d-^IlC-^-J- /
anur a
b) MgCOsO .4^0Mg0030.45^«
CaC03
MgC030,4f^
CaS04
MgC!030.4fb
K23O4
MgC030.4f.
Naci
>MgC030.4fa
CaS04
<S'^\-'-''"^ I
MgC 03 0,4^0
Manure
(3) MgCOsO .8^MgC 030.8^
CaC03
Hgc; 030.8^0
CaS04
MgC030.8';?
K2SO4
MgCOsO.ftf
Na^l
( T
^ i-
jMgC030.Pfc
CaS04
rfao i^Vi o/^ 1
MgC 030.8^0
Manure
(4) MgC03l.?^cMgC03l.S^
CaC03
'IIgC03l.jy.c
CJaS04
MgC 031,2^
K2SO4
M 20031.2^'
Naci
( T
V i.
3MgC03l.2^^(
CaS04
)MgC03l.2fc
Manure
(6) Mgcosi .efti.IgC 031.6^
CaC03
MgCOsl .6^
C!aS04
.MgCOsl.B^
K2SO4
MgC03l.6f
Naci
t T
\ i
)MgC031.nf
CaS04
jMgC 031.6^3
Manure
(6) MgC032.0f')MgC032.of
cac03
3MgC032.0^
CaS04
[.MgC032.0f
K2SO4
•MgCOsS.Of
Naci
(1
3MgC03 2.0f
CaS04
je-'^ched
)
jMgC032.0fi> '
Manure
(7) Swamp
MgCOs
Swarap
ChecK
Sramp
CaS04
Swainp
K2SO4
Swamp
NaCl
Swarap
CaS04
[jeached
)
Swamp
Manure

The Outline Explained.
The croup TTS.R ccnpof^ed of seven series, of seven jars each.
Series A. was termed the magnesiign series. It was at the four:-
dation of the entire experiment, as it v/as tc shov; the injurious
effect of magnesium in soil to which nothing had been added as
an amendment. (By amendment is to be understood a substance added]
to correct some condition - in this case magnesium. It is not
tc be imderstood as simonomous with fertilizer.) Five o^ the
jars contained magnesium carbonate in the follov/ing percentages,
0.4, 0.8, 1,2, 1.6, 2.0; one was a checlv jar, and the seventh was
a jar containing swamp soil. 0.44 magnesium carbonate was kno?m
to be belov/ the anount tolerated by plants, 1 o^ vras known to be
injurious, and 2.^/0 was kno'v'.'n tc be fatal to plant grov.i:h. The
check jar contained norraal soil. I
The other series were prepared in exactly the same ma; ner, ex-
cept that each had an amendiaent added. Series B.was termed the lime
series; O.^the gypsum series; D.,the potassium 'i^ries; E,, the salt
series; F.,the leached series; and G. t: e manure series. In the
notes, reference tc the jars will aiv/ays be made by tlie letter
corresponding to the series, and the number corresponding to the
position of the jar in the series.
Studied according to the magnesium content of , the jars,
there were seven sets. The fir?;* '^et v;as termed tiie check set;
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it contained, tlie aaencjaaent without the raagnesium, and oontained it
in the maximiim amc-ont that it was found in the corresponding ser-
ies.
Lime was added to the jars of the lime Rv^ries in f3uch amounts
as to make the ratio of Mg 0: Ca = 4:7. The same ratio governs
th'=; amount of gypsum added to the jars of th*^ gypsum series, and
the leached series. Potassium sulphate and common nalt were
added to the jars of their respective series in such amounts as
to make up 0,25^' of the moisture content of the soil in the jars,
when the soil was in good physical condition, Pfoffer rotates*
that "the best nutrient solution contains 0,25^9 of soluble salts"
^
Horse manure was added at the rate of ten tons per acre.
The set of jars containing swamp soil had tlie amendments
added to the jars as in their respective series, but with the
following exceptions; (a.) magnesium carbonate was added to
jar llo. A. 7, in order to make tlie rr^tio of MgO : caC = 4:7.(b.)J'ar
No. B, 7, served as a check of the set of jars containing the
swairrp soil. It already contained more thai enough of lime to
correct the effect of the magnesium present according to T.oew's
hypothesis, ( c.) Gypsum was added to jar No. C. 6, and jar No,
r, 6, at th.e Tete it was added to jar No. 2 and F. 2.
The swamp soil was of a peaty nature, as v/eil as alkali.
*
"Physiology of Plants."
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SO that two practical problems were to be dealt with, - { a ) that
0^ the pp?ty soil, lacking pctassim, and (b) that of the alKali
soil containing raagnesiurn.
It was plaiired to leach the jars of the » leached" series,
after the crop of millet was harvested, in orcier to deteri'^.ine
how much of the magnesium could be rwioved from the soil by the
process. The object of the gypsian, as an ajnendm^nt in this serie
was to transform the difficultly soluble magnesium carbonate in-
to tl'ie perfectly soluble magnesium sulphate (Mg C03+CaS04= Mgso^
+ CaS03^ ) If this reaction sho'^ad be complete, the total amount
of the magnesiun could be removed from the soil by drainage, and
the first solution of the probl^ v/ouid be effected. Even though
tl'ie reaction should not run to the end, it might be tTiat enoug;h
of the magnesiun carbonate could be removed from the soil to
permit of profitable crop production.
Millet was to be grown in the jars during the surainer of 1903,
after which the"leached" series, was to be le- ched, and a crop
of soy beans started to study tlie effect on tlie grov/th of the
plants. Wheat was to be grown during the spring and summer of
1904, Millet draws upon fertility of the soil much as does corn,
which ccuid not be grovm because cf the inconvenience in caring
for it.
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Preparation of the Jars,
Jars of four gallons capacity vieve filled with f3oil prepared
ecccrdinp; to the following method: Enough of subsurface soil
was taken, sufficient to fill the lower half of the jar when it
v/as settled. The iriagnesiun carbonate, and the araendrient were
then mixed with the soil ipy working it v/ith the hands, and by
pouring it several tines from one vessel into another. Sur-
face soil was then sirailiarly prepared for the upper half of the
3ar, A hole had been previously made in the bottom of the jar
with a punch, to alio?/ of the circulation of air, and for drain-
age. This hole was filled v/ith glass v/ool.
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RECORD OTT EXP^ORIMT^INTS.
The Millet Crop,
June 2"
.
Millet was planted one-^alf inch deep. The lars Fere set
out of doors on ben^-hes, and wetted dovm. The seed ^•""^ imlf'orm
and cf a choice grade. All of the jars were planted under the
same conditions.
J"une 12"
Plants v/ere coming up nicely. No notes were talcen on the
time of germination.
Jime 20"
.
The jars No. 1, and No. 2, ot^' the manured series, were do-
ing the best, followed by No. 1, of the magnesium, lime, gypsum
ai:d pot asSim Srric-;;. The plants in No. 5, ard No. 7, of the
magnesium s-?ries, No. 7, of the lime series, and No, 7, of the
salt series, were yellov;ish and dying.
June 26 »
The following Plate shores the condition cf the jars:
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PLATE II.
SHOWING CONDITION OF MILLET JUNE 26". HEIGHT GIV-
EN IN INCHES.
1 (A) (B) in) ( D) (s) (F) (G)
Set- MgC03 CaC03 CaS04 K2SO4 NaCl Leached Manured
No. Series Series Seri Series Series Series Series
2"-3« 1 1/2
. ...
2 " -.3 " 2Jt3»
. .
.
2" l/2"-2«
......
2»-7
high high high high high high high
Lower 1/3 are Healthy Healthy
leaves dead No dead Largest
dying Lower leaves growt.h
leaves of any.
dying
in
others
.
2. 1" 1 l/2» 1" - 2 1/2" Plants None 1/2" -4"
high hif^i high not dead high
Few 3 plants Few leaves healt y Only None de^.d
of dead dead a f ev.r Larger on
leaves Leaves lower one side
dead dying leaves
dead
3. 2« 1"-1 1/2"high l/2"-2" One Lower Lower
2 dead A few are dead L ov:er spot leaves Leaves
Lower Lower le^^ves leaves of a- dying dying
leaves 0'^' c+hers dying bout Longer
dy-^ ng are dead 12 than
plants E. or F.
dead
Table continued on next page.
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PLAT^ IT ( CON. )
Set MgCOj CaCOs CaS04 K2GO4 naci Leached Manur-d
No. Series Series Series Series Series Seri**s Series
4. About th? sarae Lower
Lower leaves dying
1 inch high.
Lov:er 1
leaves
dying
Plants
1 arger
ard
healthiei
than A.n,
C.l l/2"
high
Ti'ew
dead
Others
have
lower
le'^ves
' dying
pew
dead
Others
have
1 ower
leaves
••ivi ng
-1 '
5. Ko n-tieabi-3 difference.—No dead
plants in D. but a few are dead
in each of the others, Lov/er
leaves of all are dying. All
about 1" in-^h high.
1/2 are
d-s^pd
.A
bunch
at one
edge of
jar are
healthy
and of
good
size
.
Pew
dead
Some
of
1 ower
leaves
dying
6. Lower
leaves
dvi ng
" l"high
2 dead Nearly
Lower all
leaves dead
dyirg l"high
l"high
1/3 of
plants
are
de?.?
Others
dying
1/3 of
plants
are
dead
dying
1/3 of
olants
are
dead
Others
dying
Plants
taller
than E cr
A
.
Pev;
dead. Oth-
ers dying
7. Plants
nearly
all
de^^d
v^e?k
Yellow
l/4'»--l/2"
high.
About the sane
Lower leaves dying
1" high (A few dead).
Plants
all
dead
About
1/2 Of
plants
are
dead,
L ov/er
1 eaves
of live
plants
dead.
Thrifth.
I
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From the foregoing (Plate 2), it is evident that the high-
er the content of magnesium, the more retarded the gro\-rth of tiie
plants. There is a gradual change in grovrth of plants from low
content to high content, the latter being v/eal:er. Manure is
giving the best results. Sulphate of potassium gives the next
best results. In both of the series, the increased grovrth is
probably due to an element of plant food supplied, rather than
to a correction of the effect of the raagnesii:in. The results
produced in the gypsum series are very siniliar. This is as it
should be, for they are really duplicates. Common salt seems to
work an injury to the growth of the plants. Although the solution
is not strong, the saJLt may have become concentrated near trie
surface by evaporation. Jar No, A. 7, shoves very definitely,
that t.e injurious principle is magnesium carbonate.

PLATE III.
SHOWING CONDITION OF MILL3T, JT.ILY 15, HEIGHT GI\^N IN INCHES.
i
I'
( A ) ( B ) ( .C ) ( D ) ( 5 ) ( F ) ( G )
Set l.:gC03 CaCCs CaS04 K2SO4 NaCl Leachea. Manured
No. Series Series Series Series Series Series Series
1
.
19"
Healthy
15"
Healthy
20"
Healthy
21"
Healthy
15"
Healthy
15"
Healthy
12" -30"
."^
'^eads out
V03?y yellow
ish colcr.
2.
3.
1 4 "
Healthy
12"
Healtliy
15"
Healthy
12"
Healthy
15"
Healtliy
9"
Hsalthv
Few dead
15"
He^'ltliy
9"
Healthy
13"
Healthy
12"
He-^lthy
13"
Healthy
12"
H ealthy
15"-29"
Healthy
10"
-21"
Healthy
4 . 4"
1 dead
ethers
sickly
Little
than B.
4"
F3^;v' dead
Otiiers
healthy
4"
Few de'-.d
Un-
healthy
4"
Un-
healthy
7"
Fev/ de-d
Others
health^?-
9"
Few
dead
others
healthy
1"-10"
Healthy
5 . 1 1/2
5 dead
Un-
healthy
2"
3 dead
Un-
healthy
ltf_4t(
1/2 are
dead
Un-
healthy
n
Few
dead
Un-
healthy
l"-9 "
Few
de*?d
All
dead
on one
^ i -^^ e
Few
dead
Others
dyinp;
un-
l-ieaithv
l"-5"
Fev/ dead
Others
net
healthy
6. 2"
5 dead
Un-
healthy
2"
1/2 are
dead
Un-
healthy
All
dead
2"
Un-
healthy
1"
Nearly
all
dead
1"
Few
dead
Others
dvinc
l"-5"
Fev/ dead
Others
dying
7. 1"
Nearly
all
dead
15"
Healthy
14"
Not as
good
as B.or
D. but
seems
healthy
15"
Healthy All
dead
7"
Un-
healthy
10 "-17"
Healthy
•*

( Plate 3
)
There had been a wonderful growth of the plants during the
past tTTo vreey~3. Many of the plants that have appeared siclciy,
have revived, and are now doing v/ell. The plant have been thin-
per jar
ned, leaving fifteen healthy plants, where ever possible. Allow-
ance must be nade in comparing notes with June 26th, on account
of this. As the term healthy is used, it means that feiT, if
any, of the leavers were dead.
The manure series is doing the best of all. Sulphate of
potassii^-m is not doing as effective work it did three weeks a
ago, but still holds second place. sodium chlorid (salt) in do-
ing much better than at the previous record. Lime does very
well, but does not improve any over the magnesium check series..
Cr^rpstari jias about the same effect as lime. Nothing seems to
improve the check jar of the s^vamp series; in fact the swamp
series shows up pretty v/ell as a v/hole, i
July 15.
Photographs were taken of each c-^ the series, (Cuts 1-7).
Cut I. represents tiie jars of the magnesium series. It is
noted tr^at there is a gradual decrease in the grov;th of Vie
plants from these o^ the check jax containing no magnesium, to
that of the jsr (A,6 ) containing 2.0 percent, of magnesi^Tfi.
This is the swamp jar to which magnesium was added to restore
the ratio llgO : Ca0::4:7. This series is proof enough of the
injurious effects of the magnesium. C.8 percent, seems to be
about the limit of magreslum content for the profitable produo-
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tion of millet. There is practically nothing in the jars ccn-
taining l.^^fo, l.efo and 2.0fo of raagnesiiun carbonate.
Cut II, represents the jars of the lime series. Evidently
the lime has "been "f no benifit in correcting t\e toxic effects
of the magnesium. In the clieclc yrr cf th<^ series, (B.l) lime
itself seems to have a detrimental effect. { 'lorapare v.dth A,l.
cut 1.) The jar ccnt-^ining swamp soil, (B. 7), contains
notliing as an araendient . It is as good as any of this series,
(compare B, 7, Cut 2, with A. 7, Cut l, for the effect of mag-
nesium. )
Cut III, represents the jars cf the girpsum series. Here
it is shown that g^rpsuin is benificial tc v'lant growth where mag-
nesium is absent, (Compare C.l, Cut 3, v/ith A.l, Cut 1 ). G}rv-
sum se^s to have an injurious effect, however, on soil con-
taining magnesiiOT to the extent of .8 percent. Even on tlie
swamp soil, the grovrth in the jar to which gypsuin was added, ap-
pears to be weaker. (Compare C.7, cut 3, with ^.7, cut 2.)
Cut IV, represents the jars of the potassium series. That
potasaiuin sulphate incre'-^ses the yield on this soil without
magnesi-um, is shown by a comparison of D.icut 4, with A.l, Cut 1.
It also improves conditions where OAjj percent, nagnesiura is present
but beyond that, its eff-ct is lost. The swajnp soil does not
seem to be affected by it. (compare D,7, cut 4, v;ith B.7, Cut
2. )
Cut V, represents the jars of the salt series. The effect
produced here, is for the salt to decrease the growth in the jars
without magnf^sium, and those of lovr magnesium content- and slight-
ly aid it in the jars of higher magnesiujn content, (Compare
Cut 5, with Cut 1.) The plants are dead in tha jar cf sWamp
soil containing comrnon salt as an amendment.
Cut VI, represents the jars of the leached series. The
treatment is the sajie in this series aa in the gypsujn series,
but the results are not as good.

(cut 7.)- Represents the jars of the manured series. The
growth in these jars is nuch better than in any of the other series.
Salt gave a better grovtli in the jars of the lower rtiagnesi-um con-
tent, "but net nearly so good in the Jars of the higher nagnesim
content, (compare cuts 5, ai^.d 7 , ) ll
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Review: - (l).ln each series, the in^jurious efl'eot of ?^ag-
nesiujn carbonate is re-^.f^-ily apparent,
(2), - Gypsum, sulphate of potassium, and manure, increase
the growth in the j- rs v-tiere nagnesivTi is absent: line ar,'i salt
reduce the yield in the jars where nagnesiun is abs^r.t,
(.^). - Manure is the only thing that produces a better grovrth
in jars c^" low magnesriim content : salt is th*^ only tiling that
induces a better grcv/th in tlie jarn of higher laagnesium content.
(4). - Nothing has increased the grov/th on the sv^ainp series:
magnesium and salt have the effect of killing tlie plants.
August 11"
.
PhotofTaphs were taken cf each of the series. The crop is
well headed out, and is almost ripe. Nep^rly the s^-^jne relation
exints betv/een the jars as was evident four v^eeks age.
(Cut 8), - Cut shows til at on soil containing 1.2^ magnesium
carbonate only a fair crop, at the best, may be produced.
(Cut 9). - Cut shows that lime ha'^ no virtue in correcting tlie
injurious effect of an excess of magnesium.
(Cut 10), - cut shov/s that gypsum is not effective in over-
coming the injuries due to an excess of magnesium.
(Cut 11). - Cut shews that potassium has been o-^ no value in
correcting the effeC'-s cf the magnesium.
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(Cut 12), - Cut shoTTs that conmon salt is of value to a con-
siderable decree in overcoming th? injurious ef:'"6Ct produced by
magnesiura, wlien the content is not greater tlian l.e^'?. It hn.-^
the effect of billing the plants where the content is higiier than
1.6^:^
(cut 13). - Cut shows that g^/psum may be benificiai to a
slight degree, in overcoming the injuries due tc the excess of
magnesium.
(Cut 14). - Cut shows that raanure has >^ut littici virtue in
correcting the evil effect of magnesium.











4
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September 21"
.
Photos were taX^n again. The previous photos hnve shovm
the jars rancied according to series, and it nas difficiilt to con-
pare the effects of the different aiQendraents with tha same per-
cent of magne^im, For this reason, tlie photos v;ere taken to
show the jars by sets, so that the effects of the several anend-
ments might be better compared.
The millot was ripe ar;d nany of the heads drooped heavily.
Hov.'ever, the comp'^rative effects may be easily seen,
(cut 15). - Cut shcv;s that potassium, ccmmcn s?lt and man-
vxe indicate an increased growth over that of the norraal soil,
( :jar No. Al ) where magnesium carbonate is not present. Line and
gyps"'jjTi do not have any apparent value on this soil,
(Cut 16). - cut shows that cn soil containing 0.4^3 nr^gnesium
carbonate, the growth of millet is increased over that produced
on soil containing only a trace of magnesium.
(Cut 17). - Cut shows fnat the growth of millet is not in-
fluenced differently on soil containing 0,8fo magnesi^jj.i o rbonate,
than it is on soil containing 0.4fo magnesium carbonate.
(Cut 18). - Cut shows (l) that the presence of magnesiujn car-
bonate in the soil to the extent of 1.2%, is d©trin?^;nt al to
plant growth; (2) that lime, common salt, gypsuia and horse-manure,
h^'v© a tendarcy to stimulate growth where magnesium carbonate is
present to the extent o-^ 1.6fS; (3) that sulphate of potas-:i-um
has a tendencv to decrease the growth under the sa.ie conditions.
(Compare (l) Cut 17 wii:h Cut 18; (2) jars No. B 4, C 4, E 4, F 4,
and G 4, with A 4; ( 3 ) Jar No . D 4, with A 4, )
»
(cut 19). - nut sh-v;55 tiiat (i) salt has been of great value
in overcoming the toxic effects of the lime. It is the only
9r of the set containing l.efu magnesiujn carbonate that is of
any value. (2) Manure is ^riving fair results.
(Cut 20). - out shov/s, (^1) that practically no millr-)t is pro-
duced, on soil containing 2.0^1) of magnesium carbonate; (2) that lime
and manure have a slight tendency to improve conditions.
(Cut 21). - Cut sh'-ws (1) that ths crop of millet, jf.r Ho.
B 7, produced on sv/arap soil containing 2.0^0 ]iagne^ium carbonate
was better tiian that produced on the artificial sv/amp soil con-
taininr 1.2^0 nagnesium carbonate; (2) that g^rpsujn, sulpliate of
potassium, or ;icrse manure, has no ef-^BCt in producing a better
yield on this s\7arap soil; (3) that comon salt has tlie effect
of killing the plants on si^ch soil; (4) th.at v/here Tiagne?!ivja is
added, to restore the ratio of IlgO-caO : :4 :7, the plants are hilled.
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It musi: be renmberel that the swanp soil oont?.ined the mg-
nesiun in its natural condition, T7hil^> thf^ artificial soil
contained it as precipitated nagriesium carbonate thoroughly
mixeu with the scil. There may be a difference in ef-^ect due
to this cause. Lime was also associated v/ith the nagnesium in
the s\7mp soil in the ratio MgOrCaO = 4:ZG, v/hich is far in
excess of tl-iat forv^arded by Loe^: as being the best rptio for
plant grOYTth (MgOiCaO ^ 4:7). Where magnesiuia as precipitated
carbonate ^^•"s added to the soil to bring up the ratio to that
suggested by Loew, it had the effect of killing the plants.
Harvesting.
The ripening wa^ irregular, and did not follov; any general
rule, except that the manure series was the first to nature. A
time was chosen to Jiarvest , which seemed to be an average for
all of the jars, Sparrov/s ard mice had injured small portions
of it, but not enough to int-^rfere great iv v/ith r^='SL:lts,
The millet wai cut one inch above the surf'^^ce of the soil,
and placed in sacl:s ^"ith numb?rs corresponding to the respective
jars. When thoroughly dried, the seed v/as threshed out end
weighed, and the ntrnw and chaff ware weiglied together. The
I
following t'^ble represents tlie r esu.it s obtained in grams.
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TABLE I
.
TABLE SHOY/IHG THE RESULTS 'Vm MILLET CROP IN YIELD OF SEED.
( In Gr^ms « )
Set MgC03 C!aC03 ':JaSC4 K2SO4 NaCl Leached Manured Set
No. sgr'':""8 5eri~-r? Ser Scries Ssries Srp' -3 Series Ave.
1. 25. f 5 43.05 18.95 17.05 24.75 13.55 17.85 23 .13
2, 52.00 46.75 i-^j 1 . J. / 29 . 5 37.15 29.25 27.25 3? .07
3
.
40.25 16.05 24.45 32.95 37.65 29.9 5 28 .65 20 .9J
4. 4.45 10.25 15 .30 0.15 14.05 10 .20 ^ .36
5, 0.15 0.76 0.10 11 .45 1.75 2.75 2.36
6. 0.75 .10?
Ave,
15 ..^4 14 .64 13.93 12.63 20 .06 14.38 1402 L5.00
7. 0..^0 17.75 14.35 12.05 6 .05 11.85 8 .90

II
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TABLE II.
SHOWING TflE BESTTLTS T IE MILLET 'IJROP IN ^'lELD OF STRAW.
( In Crrr ms . )
Set
Nc. Series
CaCC3
Series
09504
Series
K2SC4
Seri'^s
Naci
S'^ries
Le'f.ohed
Series
Manured Set
Series Ave
J
1
.
o4.03 32.85 29.85 32.85 38.85 18. 75 23.75 30.1:
1
5
2. 5 7,10 31.85 23 .05 27.95 20 .75 25.15 37. G5 3u,3 7
3. 51 .45 18.95 16.45 35.65 30.15 29 .45 40.95 28 .12
4. 10.30 6.65 11.00 0.09 13.45 21 .35 10.35 IC .4
5. 0.C5 .45 0.62 0.15 11 .15 5.35 2.95 2.96
6 . .73 C . 55 • 1
Ave.
2-6 15.74 11.58 10.22 12.37 18 .00 16 .41 18 .49 14 .53
7. 0.90 20.25 17.20 15.65 9 .35 10.15 10.50
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The 'lost remarkable fact, ( TalDle I ), is that sodium chlcrid
sh--aid give the '0'??^t results, after liaving been ^^et back so
much in the beginning, and considering the fact that tvro the
jars of the series did not produce anything at all.
In all the =ieries other than that of thr? salt series,
the yield is diminished below that of the nagnesiun series, We
are not justified in ascribing the first plnce to sodium chloride
( comnon salt) because the growth of the plants in this series
was the most sickly of all of the series, and if the plants had
been thinned to fifteen immediately after the^r x^ere well up, the
results would not have been so favorable.
If then we are to discount tha ef'^ect of the sodium chloride,
there has not yet been found a solution to the problera, for the
yield frcia the magnesium series is second best. The manure has
given the best results below that of the magnesium series. It
has undoubtedly acted as a fertilizer, rather than as an amend-
ment. Lime as ground limestone, seems to be beneficial in
increasing the yield where the magnesium is absent, or where it
is found only in lov; percentage, but otherwise the results pro-
duced are negative rather than positive.
The yields from the gypsum series are disappointing. Dr.
May* had one of the most narked results from the use of gypsum,
*Bulietin No. l. Bureau of Plant Industry, Page 47.
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to ccri'ect the effect of n?.gnesiiim carbonate, but the results
are rot verified here. The yields with gi.npsun, are not as
good as with line, in the low content of magnesium, and but
little better in the high content of magnesium.
Sulphate of potassium if of little value, in correcting
the magnesium effect. Even on the check set, the yield with
tlie potash is not as great as trie yield vdthcut it.
Tiy a ccmpariscn O"^ the series as to the percentages of mag-
nesium, v/e see that 0,4^o KgcOs gives the best yield. V/ers it
not for t'le peculiar action of the lime 0.8^-0 HgCC^ would give
best results. Evidently magnesium plays a function as a plant
food. Beyond this content of magnesium in the soil, have
the poisonous effects apparent. Practically nothing i.T produced
after we get more than l.Sfjo magnesium carbcnate in the soil.
In the sw^mp series, the check jar gives the be:^t result.
All of the araendp.='nt s appear to have decr-ased the yield. In
A. 7, \7here magnesium was added to study its effect, we have prac-
tically no plant gro^rth. Even manure ai-d potassiujn appear to
have had no effect in correcting the toxic effect of magnesium.
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LEACHING OP THE JARS.
As soon as t!ie millet was harvested, the jars of the series
P. containing rr^npsuia as an arusndiient, were subjected to a proGess
of leacldnc. The object, as before stated in the, "plan", was
to rernove from the jars, any magna siuin that was in a soluble
state. The jars had stood four months since bein-; prepared, and
seme reaction su.V: as the follov/ing must have taken place.
Mp:':03+CaS04 = MgS04+C!ao03
.
By this process of double decomposi-
tion, the ma^esiun ^z-culd be changed to a soluble salt.
Details of the Operation.
The jrirs vrere supported on wires, over wash-bowls, (see cut),
and then flooded with distilled wf^ter. The water passing
dov/nward through the j&rs, found outlet throui:;h the bottom, and
collected in the bowls. The water was then dravm out from these
bowls by me^:ns of siphons arranged v-^ith stop-cccPrs. An equiv-
alent to tv/enty inches of v/a^ er was made to pass through e-ch jar,
and aliquot parts were tajcen for analysis. The percolate v/as
tested after twenty inches -.ad passed through and only in jars
of high magriesiTjra content, was there a trace. This was to
show that the total of soluble magnesium was removed. All of the
jars in the series P. were leached.
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TABLE III,
Shcvring Amounts of Magnesium, equivalent to a rbonate, Rstaov-
ei by the Leaching Process.
Litres HgCOx
0,44'
MgCOr MgCOr
i.?yr
MgCOj
1 .6<c»
MgCOs
l»-4 3 .1888 12.4885
1 tt_RX O
16.8989 6 ,9899
2»-4 S .2491 7.9415
6 ,6474
6 .3594
6 .4686
6 .1715
31-4 1 .6368 4 ,0518
2 ,2715
1 ,4307
5 .2804
4 .6317
4" -4 ] .4428 12.7310 1 ,0306
1 .0548
.9821
3 .7011
2 .2492
5 " —4 .9472 1 .0306
.8033
,5517
1 .6953
1 .509 5
6" -4 .6668 ,8 834
.6517
.60-^2
1.1337
.9640
7 "-4 .0462 4,9325 ,5759 .6630
.7598
.7038
Total
Remov-'d. ] 0.16 17 .66 26.00 39.62
1
52,68
1
Amount
add ed
in
Regirning 65.0CC 130.00 195 .00 260.00 325
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TABLE IV. !
i
Showing Percentages of Magnesiiim, equivalent to C =:'rbcn'''t e, Re-
moved by the Leaching Procas'5.
Litres MgC03 MgC03 UgCO^ MgC03 MgOOs
No. 0.4fa 0,8<fo 1.2^ l.&fy 2.0fj
4 .90 6 .41 6 .50 5 .36
2«-4 3 .46 4.07 5 .00 3 .89
3 "-4 2.52 2.08 1 .54 5.05
4»_4 2.22 9 .8 .53 .78 1 .83
5 "-4 1.45 0.53 .56 .98
6 "--4 1 .05 .45 .48 .65
7"—
4
0.07 3 .79 0.30 0.25 C .45
'^otal
Percent
Removed. 15.47 13.59 13.28 15.24 16.19

TABLK V
Showing amounts of Magnesium as Carbonate, taken from Soil,
Amo'unts left in Soil, and P?rcentages left in Soil.
MgCO^ MgCOj
.8^b
MgCOs
1 .2<j
Mg003
1
.6fu
MgCO^
2 ,0^/0
( P 2 ) ( 3 ) ( P 4 ) ( P 5 ) (PR)
MgCC^ added
in beginning 65 130^
" 195^ 260^* 325-^-
Ug equivalent
to CO-^; re-
moved by
leaching
10.16^^ 17.66^^^^ 26.00^^ 39.62^ 52.68^^^
Mg equivalent
to COg re-
maining
in soil.
54.84^'"^ 112.34^"^ 16.90^^"^- 220.38^^^'^
gra
272.32
Percentages
of UgC03
left in
soil
.
.336^ ,69t'' 1.04^^ 1 .35^ 1 .67'
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F 7, (Plate V) containing one hundred and thirty-two (132)
grams of gypsum per jar, and F 1, containing six hundred and I
sixty (660 ) grams per jar v/ere subjected to the Q-me treatment,
but on y a trace of calcium or nagnesivnn, was removed, and no
accoujit 7:as taken of it . i
Prom t e time the jars v/ers prepared, ( June 1st ), until they
w re leached, (October 1st ) they had never been completely satu-
rated with water, only enough water being added at one time, to
furnish that which vvas required by the plants. Hence the chemical
reaction vms not as complete as it night have been if the soil
had been kept in a mcr? moist condition. It is a curious fact
that only a trace cf magnesium w-ss removed during this leaching
process, from the jars containing swamp soil. This coil c ntain-
ed as Iiigh as 2.2fj of magnesium as carbonate, or 357.5 grajas of
magnesiimi c"rbonat©, ar.d yet only a tr ce v/as found in the perco-
late.
Results 0'" the leaching process, show:
||
(1) - That fifteen percent of the magnesium was removed.
(2) - That this can be done by drainage.
(3) - That the soluble salt of inagnssiujn sulphate is formed
by a double decomposition of tjie magnesim carbonate and cal-
cium sulphate.
,
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SOY BEAU CROP,
After the jan had been leaohed., the entire series was pre-
pared for planting soy be^-ns. It was desired that a good grovrth
of the beans shcuid be secured before the days bedajae too short.
The object was to determine the effect upon the growth of the
il
plants; it was not the intention to :»rinc; th(=9n to maturity.
Preparation of the Jars.
The ^'ars v;ere prepared by removing the surface five inches,
and returning it in a pulverized condition, Seeds v:ere planted thici
ly to insure an even stand. However, the conditions were not
suitable for plant grovrth, as the ??eason was late and the green-
house was too cccl. The jars of series P, which had been leached,
did not dry out quiclGy, and seed rotted in the soil. This i
part of the experiment v/as therefore abandon 3d.
The Whe-:^t Crop.
The -lars were again prepared for seeding February 1st,
Early spring whe''t was obtained from Minnesota by Dr. 0. G.
Hopkins. TMs was planted February 5t]-i.
|
February 11.
11
The plants h^.ve begur to come up, maKing their first
appearance in the potassiiJim series. (Jars No. n i, D 2, D 3, I
D 4, anl D 7 ). A fev.' stalks were up in jars Ho. A 3, B 3,c
C 3, E 3, G 2, G 4, and G 7. None of these j^rs contain a I
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1
high Gontsnt :f magnesiuin.
February 15.
Ger^iination is very irregi-ilar. conditions such as warmth,
moisture, cr media, may influence the grov;th, but as t";e jars
are kept under thf=i same conditions as much as possible, there
oufi'ht not to be so much variation. No general rule can be ap-
plied to it. Jars No. D 1, D 2, D 3, and D 7 are far ahead of
the others, but are very spindly, clue to an insufficient amount
of sujilight . The jars do not accupy a very favorable position.
A poor stand of the plants is noted in jars No. 5,6 and 7
of the magnesium series; No. 4, 5, and 6, of the lime series; No ,7
of the gypsum ceries; No. 6 of the :?otas3ium series; No, 2, 3, and
4 of the salt series; No. 2 and 3 of the leached series; and No. 5
and 7 of the manured series.
No pla^'ts are yet ui) in jars No. 4 of the ma;nesium series;
No. of the lime series; No. 4, 5, and 6, of the gypsum series;
No. 5 of the potassium series, Nos. 1, 5, 6 and 7, of the salt
series; No, 4 o-^ the leached series; and No. 6 of the manured
series.
February 16.
Jars moved to a more suitable position.
February 17.
Plate IV shcv;s the relative condition of the plants;
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PLATE IV.
SHOWING '^onditionf; of wheat .
FEBRUARY 17",
Set
No.
(A)
MgCO^
Series
(B)
CaC03
Series
r;as04
Series
(D)
K2SO4
Series
(F)
NaCl
Series
(F)
Leached
Series
(G)
Manured
Series
1
.
Good Good Exoel-
1 ent
Fest Good Good Good
2, Good Good Excel-
lent
Best Few
strong
on one
side
Fair Good
3. Best
in
series
A.
Good Poor Best Poor Poor Fair
4. 5.
snal 1
ones
Fair None Best Fev;
strong
ones
cn
side
Just
coming
Gocd
5. 6
still
smaller
Fair None None Tvrc Good Fair
scet-
t. far* ^cl
6 . Very
sraaii
Fair None Poor
Scat-
ered
None Good None
7, Very
s^nall
Just
coiaing
through.
A few
good
ones
on
s Ide
Best None Good
gocd.
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Germination and growth is still ve^^' irregular and unsatis-
factory. No general rule can be apr>iied to tli^ occurrence of the
best plants. Thar-? is no uniformity apparent in the content of
the jarG. In some jars, the ;'/heat is a goo-;' stand; in others, it
is scattered; in others, it is all on one side of the jar, Be-
cause of this unsatisfactory;- condition of the .j^rs, it v/a^-^ thought
best to replant the jars, and endeavor tc get a better stand.
Februar?/- IS"
.
The first fcur inches of the soil was removed, and made
to pass through a coarse? seive to renove all plants, roots ar.d
tuicarninat ed seeds. Seeds were planted at a uniform depth of
one inch, and the surface soil left in !';ood tilth. The jars
were shifted frequently in order to secure unifonn condition of 1
light ar.d temperature.
February 22» .
(Plate V).
Plants ar- up in jars No. B 3, 3, D 2, D 3, and F 6.
The grorrth in each case is best around the of the jars, sho?:-
ing tlie influence of heat. Germination is retarded most in.
those soils nest highly impregnated v/ith magn.esium. The experi-
ment now begins to mean something'.
Series A, shov/s well the injurious effects of magn?siu;i.
Series B, shows that lime has little value as an amendment
in tiiis case.
Series C, is no better.
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PLATE V.
?}t;BRO"ARV 22 '' .
RECORD CT^ GEPMIWATION-
'
Set
No.
(A)
Series
(B)
CaC03
Series
(C)
CaS04
Series
(D)
K2^04
Series
(E )
NaCl
Series
(F)
Leached
Series
(G)
Manur-sd
S eri Gs
1. Pair Good Poor Pair Fair Fair Good
2, Fair Go od Fair Go od Pair Fair Fair
3. Good Good Good Good Fair Good Poor
Spl^^dly
4 . Poor Eair Poor Fair Poor Fair Poor
D • V cx y
poor pocr
Verv
poor
Good Verv
poor
6. Very
poor
Very
poor
Very
poor
Very
poor
Very
poor
Good Very
poor
7. Very
poor
Fair Poor Good Very
peer
Poor Poor
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Series D, proves that sulphate of potassiuri is a very effi-
cient re'i-iy wher'=- tl.e magnesium content is not too high.
Sodium chloride is ineffective.
Sprifts F is very int resting. It means more than the others,
because here the wheat Is doing 30 much better. It was from this
series, that th? large amount of magnesium was removed by leaching,
ait''Ough ther^- is scarcely any growth in those ^r-xs with two per-
centage of magnesium carbonate^ P6, has as strong a growtli as
any of the entire group.
Series G is rather disappointing. This series gave a good
grovrtii of millet last siiraraer, and v/as the first to mature.
In G 3»the plants are spindly and retarded. Two jars, C 6, and
E 6, appear to be very far behind; few of the plants are up, and
these are mailing slow grovrth.
March 10"
.
All the jars in sets Mo. l, 2, 3, 4, are fairier uniform, and
doing well, \iith the exception of Jai? No. G 3, as previously noted.
In set No. 5, jar No, P, is best, followed b^,^ j^-r No. E. Jars
No, D have been the beit in the first four sets, but in this set
is far behind.
In set No. 6, F, is the on^y one that amounts to anything.
In the swaiap series, jar No, Di, now has the lead; jar No.
E 7 is secord; jar No, ^ 7, has been doing best up to this time,
but now ecGupies thJ.rd place. Jar No, A 7, is very late.
There is now a difference in the color of the foliage. in the
series wj.th high magnesiiun content, the plants are paler, and be
ginning to turn yellow. Jars No, G 7, and T: 7, have the best
color of those in the swamp series. Even the plants in P 5, are
beginning to suffer.
March 14"
Jars No. ? 4, 5^ 6, are badly affected, and appear very
sichly. Jar No. A? , is the poorest jar in the group. To this
jar, magnesium was added at the beginning of the experiment, to
restore the "uxbalanced" ratio of magnesium to calciura. This re-
quired a hea\'y application of magnesium and the plants suffer as
a consequence, compare v/ith jar No. B 7, which is the check of

the swsjnp soils. This lat^^r je.r is doing nicely.
The potassiTJin faeries is the beot, as a whole, although ther
is practically not", ing in jar Wo. D 5, and T) 6. The foliage
is darii and hesvy; the leaves are broad. The plants in th?
potassivjn series are stocling well, but are not beginning to do
so in the other series.
March 17"
.
The evil effects of raagnesium are more inarK:'--d, Jar No. A
is turning slightly. The leached series is plainly the worst
affected series of the group. Series D is yet unaffected, and
the series E, is only slig .tly so.
March 21".
Photos Tal'.en.
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(cut 22,) - Cut chors that in the absence of nagnesiviin,
lime and manure increases the growth of v/heat
.
(cut 23.) - Cut shoves t:.at potassium stimulates an increased
grov.th where 0,4fj magnesium carbonate is present, Liie, salt
ai^-d gypsujn tend to decrease the growth.
(Cut 24.) - Cut shows tliai the heaviest fo.liag© is present
where potassium is usf=>d. Jar No. G5, is malting a weaK growth,
(cut 25. ) - Cut shov.'s (a) that 1.2^3 magnesium carbonate
iias a very injurious ef"""ect on th-^ growth of wheat. (b) That
leaching the jar (No. F 4.) containing giipsinn, has improved the
conditions, (c) that salt (jar Ho. E4. ) and gypsum (jar No. C4.)
have a slighit effect in improving conditions.
(cut 26. ) - Cut shows that (a) l.efo magnesium carbonate
causes a very serioug injury to the growth of wheat, (b) that
the leached jar gives best results: (c) that salt improves the
corjditions sliglitly; (d) that potassium retards the grovrth in
the presence of l.G^b magnesium carbonate,
(cut 27.) - Cut 3h07:s (a) that the wheat crop is almost
a total failure on 'soil containing 2.0^3 of magnesium carbonate;
(b) that the leached jar (Mo. P6.) iraprovws conditions,
(cut 28.) - Cut shews (a) that a good growth of v^ieat
can be produced on alkali soil containing 2,2f:' magnesiim equiva-
lent to carbonate; (b) that potassium and manure increases the
growth; (e) that gypsum and salt have no affect; (d) that where
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napnesiun carbong.te h-^-n been added to establish the ratio of
MgO :CaO : :4 :7, the effect is to Kill the plants.
(cut' 29.) - cut shcT/s^(a) the eff-ot of the prasence of l.efo
and Z,Qff> napreslum carbonate in the soil; ( conpare jar Ho. A 1
vri. th j'-r No. A 5 an:i A 6.) (b) The effect of growt.h where
gypsum has been added, and the jar No. F 6. (c) The growth cf
wheat on alliali soil as 'Compared rrith that on normal soil, (com-
pare j?rs No. A 1, and B 7.); the effect of potassium, and that
of leaching after an application of gypsum, (compare j?r No.
B 7, with jars No. D 7, and F 7. )
The effect cf leaching is not as favorable on this soil, as
on that where magnesium carbonate has been added.
(cut 30.) - Cut shov's^Ca) the effect produced on the grovrth
of wheat of l,6fi and 2. Of.' magresim carbonate in th-?^ soil. (Com-
pare jar No. A 1, with A 5 ard A 6); (b) The ef'^ect of gypsum to
to correct the toxic effects of magnesium carbonate, (compare jars
No. A5 and C 5; A 6 and C G ); (c) the effect of leachi;-.;^, aftr^r
th<=» addition C"^ gypsum. (Compare jars No. C 5, and C 6;with F 5
ard F 6, respectively ).
April 2a.
In 3?t No. 1, potassium gives best results, and the li:ie
series gives the next best results. Jars No. A l, c i, F l,H l,
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arid G l^are of about equal growth.
In set No. 2, potn.ssim is ntiii best, succeeded by the
g^rpsm j-- r ( No . C ?! ).
Jars No. A, B, and E,rank together.
o^ars :;c. F,--ijid a, ar- not sc good, and cone in third.
In Sr-t No. 3, potassium gives best results. This is
foilov:f-d by line. Jars No. A 3, B 3, 3, and are of eciuai
importance.
Jar Ho. C 3, is still far behind. The color s?'=ms good,
but it does not f-row ?;eli, n:?ither has it stooled any.
The le*2C'- ed jar is the best of s-t No, 4, follov/ed by that
of pot as siun. Salt and lime £ive the next best results.
Jars No. A 4, and E 4, F:ive fair results, but Jars No.
B, D,anl G, arc behind.
In set Nr. 5, the leached jar is aliead; salt the
next best result, follov/ed by jars No. A, B, C, and G, jsr No. D,
is the poorest of the set
.
In ^et No. 6, the leartied jar is still ahead; potassi-um
holds second place, an^i lime third place. Jars No. A, C, E,
and G, do not amount to much.
In the swamp set, potassium gives the best result; manure .
r-^ives second best. The check jar is third best, gypsum, sodium
chloride, and th.e leached jar are not doing vrell. Plants in
the magnesium jar ar-^ dead.
The foliowirc Plate, showing the height in inches, April 28",
will hriip to give an ilea of the conlition of the v;heat
,
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PLATE VI .
•
SHC'.VTNG r!01\TnT7I0N 0^ ^7JI^ AT . APRIL P.S.
i
Set
No.
(A)
MgCOs
Series
(B)
Series
(c)
Car.04
iT))
K2SO4
Serie?5
Naci
S ?rief3
CaS04
U \13 Cl 1 i~ Li.
Series
(
Manured
Series
Set
Ave.
1
1. 15 15 15 15 15 Id Id X D
2. 19 19 19 19 ID 19 19 19
6 , 1 QJ. J X <7 1 9X ^
'
1 9
4
.
4 fr I/O5 1/2 8 1/2 4 l//d r 1/ <! xU 4 T /X/
5. 21/2 2 1/2 2 1/2 2 4 5 1/2 2 1/2 3
' 6. 1 1/2 2 1/2 1 2 1/2 1 4 1 2
1-6 10 10 1/2 11 10 1/2 10 1/T: 12 10 10 1/2
7. 10 9 12 9 7 13 P 1/2
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The whest in th? potassium series, (Plate VI), of jf^rs Ko
,
D 1, D 2, D 3, ar.d D 7, ?iave stool ed much more than in any of the
oiher j.ars. This canr.ot be rapre^^ented on t'^e Plate.
Although the "best refju.its are had from the use cf potassim
in the jars, containing a low content of raafjnesium, v;here there is
a high content of magnesium, it is ineffective. In the swamp
soil, potassium is giving tjie best results.
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PLATS' VII
SHO'^NC HPIIGHT OP 7HEAT, HAY 21".
{ In Inches )
ji
(A) (B) (c) (D) (E) (P) (G)
Set
No.
MgCOj
Series Series
CaP.04
Series
K2SC4
Series
Naci
Series
Leaohed
Series
Manured Set
Series Ave.
1. 36 44 40 44 40 34 36 39
2. 41 40 48 46 39 30 40
3. 38 38 42 42 36 18 36
4 . 11 6 24 9 19 22 5 14
5. 2 1/2 P 1/2 2 1/2 1 1/4 5 11 3 . 4
i!
6. 2 2 1 2 6 1 2
Ave,
o n
«J—
o
19 18 23 20 20 22 11 1/2
7. 26 24 29 18 22 29 21
1
.
i!
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Plate VIII shOY7s tliat gypsian ( unle-'Ched ) is giving the bent
result. Gypsum leached gives tl^e next best average. The velue
of the leaching; is in the high content magnesiun. ^Wien the mag-
nesiutn contemt exceeds l,2ffo the best results ar^ obtained in the
leached series. •
The grovrth of the potassium series is better than that in any
of the other series, but does not av^-'age so high. The foliage
is of a better color, and the stools are larger. The averagie of
the salt series is as good as that of potassium, but the growth is
not as stocky, nor the color as good. The manure series is giv-
ing the poorest results. V/ith the millet crop, manure gave the
best yield of straiY, and tliird best yield of grain, bvit with the
wheat, tlie in;]ury is added to that of the magnesium.

CONGLUSICNS.
The results cbtained in the rot-eulture experiments, do not
agree with these obtained by Dr. May. The application of the va-
rious aTiendraent s har-j not effected a solution to our problem.
It is true that potassium, fi^'psum and salt, have each had a tend-
ency to correct the Tiagnesium effect, but there is no narked diffe:
ence vrdch would justify the use of the amendments under field
ccndit ions
.
Reference to Table VI (Appendix II) sho-vs that it is imprsc-
ticsble to ma--e applicetion of any of the amendments because of
the initial expense associated Y/ith it. Certainly the farmer
would be justified in going to a little additional expense, v/her©
a portion of the soil is unproductive on account of thf presence
of magnesium, and must be cultivated with the adjacent field;,
but when the first cost is so higli, the application, vathout great
er assurance of its value, would be at a loss.
The foregoirg observation and date, d^s^i^'Y "the following
conclusions: -
(l.) - Magnesium plays a role ^"-s an element of plant food,
and some soils may be so deficient in magnesium as to prevent the
production of maximum crops,
(2.) - An e-rcess of magnesium carbon^-te in the soil, has a

pcisonous action;o.lp of magnesiim carbonate in the soil, limits
maximum crop produotion. Wlien more ths^n Vfo of magnesiijm carbon-
ate is present, the yield is dinlnished, dependent upon ths amount
of excess. Where 2fp is present, practically nothing is produced
(3. ) - Where the soil is highly impregnated ?7ith magnesium,
the soil is not improp-^rly teriTied ailiaii soil. T^esides being
heavily charged v/ith magnesim, these soils are frequently de-
ficient in potassium,
(4.) - Calcium carbonat ,3, calcium sulphate and sodium chloride
have a tendency to ovarccm.e the toxic eff^?Gt of the excess of
magnesium, T7}xen present in sufficient airio-ants, but it is not
prr^.ctic'r'bie to maXe the application, because of the neces'sary ex-
pense.
(5.) - Applications of potass Ilijh stimul^^te increased crop
production, ai:d this is a practical method of treating such soils
v/here the absence of potassium is t'le cause of the injiiry.
(6. ) - Heavy applications of manure, greatly increase the
yield, v/here the :iagn-esii:an is not pre^^ont in too great quantities.
(2.0fj).
(7.) - Leaching of the soil after making heavy applications
of gypsum i3 the most efficient method of ridding the soil of the
alkali, but not pr'^cticai, because of the expense.

;i
8. Thorough drainage, deep plowing, h^avy applications of
v/ell rotted barn-yard manure, or t:'i? plov/ing under of large '!
quantities of green manure, as oats, catchcrops, weeds etc., is
recommenlei as tho most practical method for the reclamation
|
!i
of the alkali soils found in humid regions.
ii
0. If the soils do not improve with the above treatmr^nt,
heavy applications of potassiiom sulphate (or chlorid, 200# per
acre), or cf" g^/v^vm (one ton p?r acre) is suggest ftd as worthy of
trial
.
10. Application of common salt may be of vrius, but addition-
al data is necessary b-^fore we can be certain of its effect.
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APPRNDIX.I^
I
In order tc obt-^in some idea cf the extent of tlie alkali soilsji
in adg'oinirr, states, ar.d of the methods employed for profitat)ie
crop production, the followinc; letter was sent to the directors
of th? experii^ient stations of Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin, Michi£^,an,
Minnesota, and Iowa.
Dear Sir:— I am making a study of the "alkali" soils refer-
red to by Dr. C. G, Hoi^kins in Bulletin No. 93, Illinois Experiment
Station. V/ill you please imform me as to the extent of the soils
!
in your state, and of the methods employed for the production of
crops on them?
Respectfully,
j!
A. P, Seymour .
The follov/ing answers were received: -

II
Mr, A. P. Se^nnour,
Champaign, 111.
Dear Sir:
—
In reply to your favor of the 18th in^t . relating to so-
called airmail Jspots in wliicli magnesia is In excess in the state
o" Indiana, I would say tliat in my twenty ye^^rs' experience in
that state I ail not find any soil of thif3 character, nor was
any sent in for examination. We found nany spots on which a
white deposit seoraed to form, but upon examination this whits
substance V7as found t o be a fungous grovrth. The only place
where I have f :und any real alkali 7/as on marches where the fire
had destroyed a foot or more of the upper surface. It should
be remembered, hov/ever, that tlie so-called Buffalo v/ailov;s are
not mearly as numerous in Indiana as in Illinois. Moreov^^r,
because I did not find these spots, or because none of our cor-
respondents called our attention to t .em, it does not fol3.ow
that they do not exist tliere. I think, however, they are not
apt to be as abundant in Indiana as in Illinois.
Regretting that I cannot give you fuller information, I
am,
Yours very truly,
German Kali V/orl:s
.
Prof. H.A. Huston,

Ill
Mr. A. P. Seymour,
6 02 E. White St.,
Champaign, 111,
Beer Sir:
—
I ori sendir.g you copies of Bulletins Nos.30 and 65 which
treat of tha sub;ject of alkaline scim along the line of in-
quiry rm:\e in your letter of April 23rd. Bulletin No. 41 also
treats of this subject but unfortunately is now out of print,
^OMTB very truly,
H. Snyder.
Minn. Exp. St a.

IV
Mr. A. p. Seymour,
602 E. White St.,
Champaign, 111.
Dear Sir:
—
Replyine' to your letter of inquiry regarding the so-called
alkali spots in marsh soil I would say that I have not rayself
made a determination O'" the amount of magnesium carbonate which
they contain. Professor Kin:; thought at one time that tliis might
be +he cause of the lif-^'iculty end applied magnesium carbonate
so as to increase the injury, but without satisfactory result,
I am sending v:u a copy of Bulletin No. 80 which will give you
work he did. In tliis connection I s'-.ould explain tliat the
potassium chloride which is there reported to have killed the
corn was really not the chloride but the clilorate and therefore,
of course, extremely poisonous. The?;e alhaii npots so far as
CUP experience goes are really suffering from lack of available
potassium rather thsn from an over supply of any in;iurious prin-
ple. At any rate excellent crops are produced w' en treated with
the potash fertilizer.
Very truly yours,
A. R. Whit son.
Wis. Exp. St a.

VMr. A. p. Seymour,
l
#602 E. White St.,
Champaign, 111, '
Dear Sir:— Repl^ring further to yours of Llejch 22» I have to
say I have not yet come across any soilG V7hich ansv7er the clesrip-
jt
tion of the soils given in Dr. Koplcins' Bulletin 93. We have
|i
in our test farn st Strcngsvilla a soil in v/hich -^e find that
the magnesia is considerably in excess of the line, as shCTTn in
our Bulletin 110, page 7, ai^d we are conjecturing that this may-
he an explanation of the lov/er productiveness of this soil, and
are endeavoring to learn hy test whether this is so; but as yet
have no ccnfimatory evidence. We are experimenting with limes
j
in which the percent of magnesia Is v?=>ry low, and r.'ith land
pl ast er
.
Yours triay,
Chas. E. Thorne,
Director.
Ohio Exp. St a.
Mr. A. P. Se^/TTiour,
602 E. White St.,
|
Champaign, 111, i
Dear Sir:—
We have no alkali lands in Michigan such a-^ you
|describe. Yours respsctfu-lly,
,
C, D. Smith. (Director.)

VI
Mr. A. p. SeymouT,
602 E. White St
,
,
rjhampaign, 111.
Dear Sir:
—
'^our favor of April 2Sth, addressed to Professor Curtis
ha? been referred to me. I an glad to tnovj that you are carrying
on a series of investigations regardir the alkali soils of
Illinois. I regret to say that I have been in this state so
SiiOrt a tine tliat I an not faniliar vrLth the location or extent
of the' alkali soils in Iowa. Inquiries regardir g thera cone to
this Station quite frequently from various sections of the state
and I knoTr from conversations vnlth various farmers that there
are alkali strips scattered over the state, in extent and nature
ver^r similar to those o-^ Illinois. We have not yet undertal'en
to study this class of soils but hop? to do so in +he near future,
in as much as many inquiries regarding them come to ti e Station.
Regretting my inability to :;iva you more definite answer, I
remain.
Yours very truly,
7/. H. St evertson,
Department of soils.
Iowa Exp. St a.

VII
Mr. A. P, Se^TTicur,
602 E. White St.,
Chanpaign, 111.
Deer Sir:
Replying to your favor of recent date, I vd.ll say that our
attention has frequently been called to the so-called alkali spots
which you rasntion. These occur in ths Ioyj black land in the
northern part of the state. I regret to say that i cannot give
you any very definite information as to the extent of this so-
called alkali. My impression is that it is not all th? same
thing. Some of it for instance, seems to have the effect of
very strongly irritating the people cultivating the soil, caus-
ing intense itching. Other kinds of tha so- called alka.li do
not se^ to have this effect. I ara not informed of any means
that are employed to control the alkali in ths state. I should
be very much pleased to receive the results of your investigation
on this subject when completed.
Yours very respectfully,
Arthur Goss,
Director,
Ind. Exp. Sta.

VIII
I,
l'
Undoubtedly the soil whioh has the effect of "strongly irri-
tating the people", is t]ie pefity swamp lani referred to by Dr.
a. a. Hop^iins in Bulletin No. 93, Illinois Experinent Station.
The bulletin r-ferred to by Mr. Snyder, contains the follow-
ing statements;
(^U±nn»)
"In this region^xlittie patches of alkali, an eighth cf an acre
or so in size, are occasionally observed. These aiKali patches
are sources of trouble, because in the spring of the year v/hen tJie
land is wet these patches cannot be observed, and consequently
ouch iPbor and seed is spent upon them without any jjmedi-te re-
turns. The allcali in one of these soils hear Orookston was found
to be sodium carbonate. The alkali was all n-^^ar the surface.
These plots should be ploughed very deep and the land well drained.
Heavy manuring, especially with horse manure that is well rotted,
gives good results. The horse manure when it decomposes furnis?i-
es humic and other acids that unite v/ith the alkali. The humus
also prevents rapid surface evaporation, and thus aids in pre-
venting the alkali from accumulating near the surface. When
horse manure c-^n not be procured, green manuring will be benefi-
cial. This method of treatment has been followed by a nu^'.ber of
people in this region, and the results have been "large yields per
acre of whea'c and oats." When these alkali spots are well cured
they are excellent soils, and vali withstand drought even better

IX
than many other soils. The analyses of an alkali 3o±l is given
in th-^ table".
"Oocasionally 'he ail-iali consists of sodivua sulpha"' e, ooinmon-
ly Icnov-Ti as Glauber's S8.lt, and t" en a.c;ain of comon salt.
Thene l---3t tvio substances are not so difficult to contend \7ith as
the sodiun carbonate (salsoda), When t:.ese patches are located so
that the:"- can be v;ell drained at comparatively little expense,
\
t is should be done, and it "fdll be found to be one of the best and
most permanent ways of relief. These alkaline compounds are all
soluble in water, and tlius in tine will be washed out of the soil,
provided that the spots are well drained. Where the spots are
small, a large amount of the alkali can be removed by scraping
off the top in dry times and carting the alkali scrapings away.
In very dry times the first inch of the soil v/ili contain from 20
to 30 per cent cf the total alkali that is in the soil. The
deep ploughing affords relief by removing the alkali from the
surface where it destroys t'.e young and tender roots cf plants " •
" These soils will improve with every crop that is removed;
and when cured will produce crops that will repay all of the tine
and labor that has been spent".

XAPPENDIX II.
ii
The following Tables shov/ the equivrlent of the amounts
j
''
of amendments per acre, used to correct the toxic effect of mag-
nesium,
_
an 3 the approximate cost of
TAPLE VI
the same.
•
1
Magnesium
content oi
soil ( as
carbonate
)
Lime ad-
led to
correct
.
Lis. per A
Gypsujn
added t o
ccrrocl
Lis. per A,
Potassrom
siUphate
added to
correct
Lbs. per A.
Cominon salt
ad'/ed tc
correct
Lbs. per A.
0.4fo 15100 21070 1160 1160
0.8^ 302C0 42140 2320 2320
1 ,2f;-^ 45300 63210 3480 348
1 .6^ 6C40C 8428 4640 4640
2..0fi 75500 105350 5800 5800
TABL1S VII.
Magnesium
content of
soil ( as
carbonate )
1
^^—---^ '-i^
value of
lime ad-
ded to cor-
rec+- ^. 14e
• per owt * ^
Value f
correct
^=^'..375 per-
Cvrt
.
Value of
pot?.ssiuin
added to
correct
© I2.75
per Ovrt
,
Value of
salt added
j,
to cor- i
rect @
16^ per Crrt.
.
0.4f' |21.14 c^79.00 531.90 $1.85
.S'^i) 42.28 158.00 63.80 3 .70
63.42 237.00 95.70 5 .55
i.efj 84.56 316.00 127.60 7 .40
2.0^ 105.70 395.00 159.50 9 .25

XI
APPENDIX III.
Leaching From Percolates.
Soil was prepared by incorporating witl; well pulverized
Urbana loam, precipitated na:Tiesium carbonete. This w^.s placed
in gias5 percolators over sand; water was then passed throiigh the
soil until only a trace of nagnesiiM could be detected in the
percolate. Aliquot parta of the percolate were then taken for
analysis
.
The results of the process, (TableVilI)go to shew (l) that
precipitated magnesium carbonate is soluble in soil solutions;
(2) that where gypsum is added v/ith tlie magnesium c rbcnste, a
reaction taxes place b'sstween the two s?.its, and the magnesium
is changed to soluble sulphate; (3) that none o-^ the magnesium
already present in the swarap soil (2.25f-') could be thus removed.

XII
TABLE VIII.
TABLE SHOWIl^G Al.^OUNTS OF MAGNESUrM REMOVED BY LEACH-
ING IN PERCOLATES,
Soil Gm.MgCOs Gm.CaS04 Gm.Mg Equiva- Gn.cia Equiva-
lert to CO3 lent to SO4
Added Added Renoved Renoved.
Urban
a
0,00 .00 .00 .00
» 10.00 0,00 3 . 064 .00
u 20.00 0.00 4 .20S( T ) .000
tf 50.00 0.00 7.065 .000
« SO .00 40.00 19.248 11.58
Swamp 0.00 .00 0.00 .00
n
.00 40.00 G.OO 4.05

TABLE SHOWING RESULT OF WHEAT HARVEST
( Grain )
Set
Wo.
MgC03
s ^ri^ 3
CaCOs
Seri.?g
OaS04
Serif*f5
K2SC4
Seri^^s
Naoi
Serien
Leao>ied
Series
Manured
Series
Set
Ave.
1 22.42 11 . 22 17.77 14.82 13.00 IP .P9 16 .19
r> P.l.OP. o o 70 27 00 T 8 <^0 17 22.40 2 2 - J S
3 ?4.88 IP .65 24.85 29.38 10 .45 22.35 5 .62 20. lA.
4 24.15 ,42 5 . 59 2.57 4 . 34 .72 .30 3.44'
5 3 .73 .53
6
•
Ave
.
.2-6
10.01 8 .28 11 .50 11 .64 P .54 10.00 5. GO 9 .3P.
' 7
Svramp 7 .77 4 .77 14.12 4 .72 6 .49 P .45 6 .42

Jar MgcC3 rjarj03
wo. Series S.-ries
1 26.50 41.99
2 40.05 40.70
3 45.-'^l 34.88
4 8.90 3.50
5 .55
6
Ave. IF .96 15. PI
2-6
7
Swamp 14.02
SHO^.^ING RESULTS 0^^ THT?
( Straw
)
'^aS04 K2S04 Nan
Seri»*3 Series Serie
21 .85 •^5.20 24.50
49.48 54.00 .•^1 .08
51.08 6 5.28 35.48
10.62 6 .12 10.42
2 .10
22.24 25.08 15. PI
9 .08 23.32 8 .75
STRA^ HARVEST.
L©'=i'ih9d Man'j.red Set
Seri>^3 Series Ave.
23.18 38.23 30.21
25.50 38.12 39. P5
43.85 10.10 41.14
13.67 2.45 7.95
6.57 .75 1.42
5 .42 .77
19.00 10.28 IP .17
9 .47 15.97 11 .51

Prcra a stuly of tlia foregoing tabla, vio Isarn that
magnesium in excessive amounts in the soil, has an injurious
eff-nt on whe^t as on millet, ard that the use of a-aendments
is of lit"^ It? or no consequence. Tt is to he noted t/iat
althou£;:h a large amount of th3 magnesium r;as rr?no7ed from
th 5 leached series and that g growth of plants was effected
in the jar number five of this series, yet the average is
oelow that of the g-ypsum (unleached) and potassiura s-^ries.
Potassium gave the lov/est average yield wi+h the millet
crop, but vath the wheat crop it h^.s given the best results.
Table salt gave ths best average in the millet crop, but
has now given a v'-ry poor average. Manure has given
the lowest average of all.
Potassiura has given the best results in the swamp series,
and manure the second best, where gvpsura (leached) v/as used,
the yield v/as not as great as the check, but is better than
that where gypsum (unleached) and table salt were used.
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